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Abstract. Industry 4.0 is today one of the major opportunities for companies
competing in the market. In last few years, more and more companies have started
to define the path to move from their traditional production systems towards the
Industry 4.0 paradigm; accordingly, different models have been proposed in liter‐
ature to support the business transformation. This paper reviews the technological
improvements proposed by Industry 4.0 to understand what are the main
processes involved in the transformation and what are the suitable strategies to
face the business and operational changes that are required. In particular, we
identify and discuss two main perspectives: the suppliers and the customers. For
both of them, different business opportunities are presented, and the expected
performance improvements discussed.
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1 Introduction

The Industry 4.0 paradigm has opened high potentialities to implement new business
and operational models. Many manufacturing companies around the world have been
encouraged to invest in research and industrial projects to enable the realization of smart
factories [1–3]. In this context, several technology providers have started offering prod‐
ucts and product-service solutions (PSS) based on key enabling technologies that have
achieved a stable and mature phase of their lifecycle, i.e. IoT for data acquisition and
transfer, autonomous and collaborative robots, IT platforms for big data [4]. Despite
this, many customers (i.e. manufacturing companies) are still restive to change their
production processes to be Industry 4.0-compliant. There are several implementation
barriers for smart manufacturing, not exclusively technology-related. The main issues
refer to the business process transformation of manufacturers, and include, among
others, organizational impacts and employees skills [5]. Further, some barriers depends
on companies’ business models and on their positioning in the supply chain.
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The aim of this paper is to clarify what are the potentialities of implementing Industry
4.0 solutions in different contexts, discussing the potential business opportunities and
benefits, and to provide a theoretical and practical contribution to the companies that
are defining their path towards a smart manufacturing model.

2 The Vision of Industry 4.0

2.1 The Key Enabling Technologies

Different technologies have been classified as pillars for Industry 4.0 [6]. For example,
a report from the Boston Consulting Group [7] identified nine key technologies that can
support the smart transformation of an industrial production system.

A first class of technologies refers to autonomous robots and additive manufacturing,
advanced “hardware” technologies based on innovative devices and equipment that
support the automation of a production process. One of the main aspects regarding
automation solutions is the shift towards collaboration, adaptability, and autonomy to
react to external changes [8, 9], resulting in the implementation of Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS) that provide cognitive capabilities to physical assets [10].

A second class of technologies encompasses solutions for data management, acquis‐
ition, transformation, visualization, and integration [11]. In this class, we can identify
technologies such as the (Industrial) Internet of Things (IoT) (the core technology for
connecting objects and devices in manufacturing systems, allowing communication and
cooperation [12]), big data analytics, cloud technology (along with cybersecurity solu‐
tions) [13], simulation and augmented reality that can be used in product and process
design, production control, and optimization [14] using data coming from different
sources.

These two classes of technologies allow the realization of horizontal and vertical
integration [15]. Horizontal integration refers to the creation of a network enabling real-
time communication among suppliers, manufacturers and final customers. Vertical inte‐
gration involves the IT structure inside an enterprise enabling data exchange from the
sensors/actuators level to the ERP level, in order to provide real-time decision-making
and corrective actions from the business to the shopfloor.

Although technology represents one of the main aspects driving the transformation
of traditional manufacturing companies, the introduction of innovative solutions has to
be guided by strategic considerations about business opportunities from the introduction
of Industry 4.0 principles. In the next paragraphs, a discussion of these business trans‐
formation opportunities is provided.

2.2 The Design Principles of Industry 4.0

Smart factories are characterized by the following features, or design principles,
conceived to develop production processes aligned with the Industry 4.0 vision [16]:

• Interoperability. Horizontal and vertical integration among different systems require
the creation of specific standards and protocols. Although some attempts of
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standardization have been made by the German Plattform Industrie 4.0 with the
Reference Architecture Model for Industry 4.0 [17], the definition of interoperability
standards still represents an open research issue.

• Virtualization. In CPSs, each physical asset is characterized by a virtual counterpart
that is used to perform simulation and optimization in a virtual environment [18].

• Decentralization. If changes occur along processes, distributed intelligence
embedded in physical assets allows faster and more responsive corrective actions,
facilitating decision-making processes, which can be managed at local level [19].

• Real-time capability. The IoT enables real-time information flows, with the possi‐
bility to achieve real-time optimization inside the processes [20].

• Service orientation. CPSs, together with cloud technologies, enable the implemen‐
tation of service-oriented architectures (SOA), where computation capabilities can
be accessed via the web, and process operations can be performed only when required
by products through sensing technologies.

• Modularity. Advanced manufacturing solutions are conceived as modular, in order
to be adapted to the different needs of the production. Reconfigurable Manufacturing
Systems provide an example of a modular structure [21].

The abovementioned features suggest that Industry 4.0 does not influence production
processes exclusively from a technological point of view. Business processes require
also a change of perspective to fulfil horizontal and vertical integration. For this reason,
a deeper insight about business transformation proposed by Industry 4.0 emerges as
essential.

3 The Business Transformation of Industry 4.0

3.1 The New Paradigm of Collaborative Business Processes

To understand the business transformation that will involve the factories of the future,
it is necessary to study in depth the changes in business processes, as proposed by the
Industry 4.0 paradigm. The Industry 4.0 is a wide and global vision, involving the whole
manufacturing environment, proposing new perspectives for business processes too.
Thanks to the connectivity offered by IoT, a manufacturing process can be seen as one
of the main elements of a more complex system (Fig. 1). Here, the factory is one of the
crucial points for data generation, while data exchange is always bidirectional, making
suppliers, customers, transportation systems and employees fully integrated and relevant
for the optimization of the whole system. In such a context, the network of stakeholders,
products and equipment, allows an end-to-end engineering integration along the value
chain [22], while five value creation factors - products, processes, equipment, humans
and organization - can be identified, and thus properly managed by companies to under‐
take the Industry 4.0 transformation.
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Fig. 1. Business scenario of Industry 4.0 [17]

Products become smarter, because they have embedded sensors and identification
technologies [3]. They can do computations and communicate with the environment,
providing their identity, state and properties [23]. To communicate with these smarter
products, the equipment and the processes have to change. Indeed, the factory becomes
conscious and intelligent enough to make decisions at decentralized levels and in real
time about machines maintenance and production control [3]. Also the work organisa‐
tion changes, moving to “human cyber-physical system”, defined by [24] as a “system
engineered to: (a) improve human abilities to dynamically interact with machines in the
cyber- and physical- worlds by means of ‘intelligent’ human-machine interfaces, using
human-computer interaction techniques designed to fit the operators’ cognitive and
physical needs, and (b) improve human physical-, sensing- and cognitive capabilities,
by means of various enriched and enhanced technologies (e.g. using wearable devices)”.
Finally, relevant impacts at organizational level emerge. In particular, among the 68
competences identified as relevant for Industry 4.0 in [5], technological skills, mainly
related to the use of data analysis and IT, as well as behavioural competences (i.e. team‐
work, collaboration, negotiation), have cross relevance to succeed in an Industry 4.0
context. Further, an increasing importance is given to long-life learning and knowledge
management, also regarding legislation and safety awareness.

3.2 Industry 4.0: A Model for Business Transformation

The main challenge faced by companies embarking upon an Industry 4.0 transfor‐
mation refers to the alignment of their business strategy with the vision proposed by
the smart manufacturing paradigm. This point, referred to as the “Envision” stage in
[25], represents the first out of three steps characterising an Industry 4.0 transfor‐
mation. It requires a deep understanding of the concepts at the basis of the Industry
4.0 paradigm, as well as a clear idea of the aims each company wants to achieve
exploiting new technologies. For this reason, it mainly involves the management.
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Also customers, suppliers and technology partners can take part in this stage due to
their influence on business model configuration. This phase, which ends with an
investment estimation, is followed by a second stage concerning the formulation of
specific roadmaps to translate long-term strategies into practical areas of develop‐
ment. Readiness assessment models and maturity models [26, 27] play an important
role in identifying companies’ strength and weaknesses, and to understand the best
development actions, according to the main organisational and business drivers
characterising the Industry 4.0 environment where companies operate. Finally,
during the “Enact” phase, a pilot project can be implemented in the company.
Different opportunities can be envisioned, including either technological or organi‐
zational and infrastructure projects. A clear objective and a wide collaboration of all
the involved stakeholders, with the composition of cross-functional teams, is needed
to succeed. Only by identifying improvements and real advantages, it can be
possible to extend pilot projects at large scale, transforming them into operational
standards.

4 Different Perspectives on Business Transformation

The optimal path of business transformation towards Industry 4.0 is highly affected by
different company’s features and position in the supply chain. Suppliers, technology
providers, and machines/equipment manufacturers (suppliers for short) can be charac‐
terised by sophisticated PSS business models, where the product offering is bundled
with services, support, and knowledge [28]. Customers and users, instead, are usually
manufacturing organisations using the technologies in their processes. Thus, suppliers
embed the technology in their products-services, whereas the customers use the tech‐
nology to make their processes more efficient and high-performing. Being the tech‐
nology one of the main drivers for Industry 4.0 transformation, this differentiation
strongly affects the opportunities that smart manufacturing introduction can bring to
companies.

Also the other drivers of the transformation (e.g. product, processes, organization,
governance) [26] can be related differently to the two perspectives of suppliers and
customers. In addition, the expected impacts of Industry 4.0 in terms of measurable key
performance indicators (KPIs) are not the same. While suppliers can benefit of major
revenues for the increasing offering of digital solutions (made of services and products),
customers can gain efficiency from a real-time controlled production, able to manage
changes and predict failures and issues potentially generating downtimes or quality
problems. All the aspects discussed above are presented in Table 1.

However, for the suppliers the transition towards Industry 4.0 is mainly supported
by technological improvements, allowing them to develop their strategies through
offering advanced PSSs. Here, the main challenges concern the acquisition of new tech‐
nical competences, mainly to be used in R&D and IT departments. On the contrary, the
most relevant business opportunities for customers involve operations management, for
instance maintenance and quality practices or logistics issues. Also the workforce at the
lowest level is involved, making the path to smart manufacturing more difficult [29],
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due to the complexity in acquiring technical competences about IT infrastructure and
data management, coordinating actions among different departments, defining new
practices in operations management, and estimating the return on investments.

Table 1. Suppliers and customers perspectives

Business opportunities KPI Challenges
Suppliers New digital business

models
• Increasing of sales revenues
from added services on
products
• New sales revenues from
platforms and cloud-based
services

• Privacy issues in sharing data
with external stakeholders
• Investment in integrated
digital tools
• Business partners not able to
collaborate around digital
solutions
• Lack of digital skills in the
workforce

Digital engineering • Reduced time to market,
thanks to availability of
integrated digital tools for
product development
• High level information from
field for R&D improvements

Digital sales and
marketing

• Better customer relationship
with the possibility to offer
personalized products/services

Manufacturers Vertical operations
integration

• Faster decision-making
• Improved quality, with real-
time process control
• Increasing of energy
efficiency

• Investment in infrastructures
for machines’ connections
• Cultural transformation to
manage operations using
digital technologies
• Economic benefits and return
on investment more difficult to
estimate

Horizontal integration • Lower transport and logistics
costs, due to real time supply
chain optimization
• Lower warehousing costs
and spare parts management
costs

Smart maintenance
and service

• Preventive maintenance,
thanks to real-time information
from field
• Increasing of asset utilization
and availability

Digital workplace • Better and faster training for
operators
• Increasing of productivity

5 Conclusions

This paper presented an overview of the vision of Industry 4.0 in terms of key technol‐
ogies and design principles. We illustrated the new paradigm of collaborative business
processes to highlight its main impacts on traditional manufacturing. Discussing the
point of view of suppliers and customers, it emerged that the former have to face more
issues related to the transformation of operational processes, whereas the latter can
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benefit of the maturity of many key technologies that can be embedded in their products-
services.

Such considerations call for the necessity to deeper investigate the different business
opportunities of Industry 4.0 for suppliers and manufacturers, in order to provide proper
advices about the design of path towards Industry 4.0, taking in consideration company-
specific characteristics and requirements.
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